
QTY ITEM DESCRIPTION

1 87865 26" New Year Rose Gold Bottle

1 5241 5" Onyx Black Latex (12 needed)

1 12808 12" Pink Quicklinks™ (2 needed)

1 11128 11" White Latex (4 needed)

1 6826 6" Diamond Clear Quicklinks™ (10-12 needed)

1 6801 6" White Quicklinks™ (6-8 needed)

1 18224 260 Black Twistees (3 needed)

1 3553 Hang Tab

1 721093 Balloon Bond

1 1612 150g Iridescent Bouquet Weight
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#11128
Air inflate two white latex balloons to 
11" and tie together to form a duplet. 

Repeat to create a second duplet. Twist 
the two duplets together to create a four-

balloon cluster. 

#12808
Air inflate two pink Quicklinks™ to 12" and tie 

them together neck to tip. Tie an uninflated 
260 to the neck of the lower Quicklink™. Wrap 

the 260 around the knot of the white four-
balloon cluster then tie it to the bouquet weight.

#87865
Air inflate the foil balloon. Roll the tail of the balloon 
around the middle of an uninflated 260 like a scroll. 
Tie the 260 to secure it to the balloon. Use the loose 
ends of the 260 to tie it to the tip of the upper pink 
Quicklink™. Add a hang tab to the top of the bottle.

#5241
Air inflate twelve balloons to 5" and create 3 four-

balloon clusters using the technique above. Slip the 
clusters between the foil balloon, the pink Quicklinks™ 

and the white latex cluster.

#6826 / #6801
Air inflate approximately twenty 6" Quicklink™ balloons to 

different sizes. Tie them together in a random line using 
the tips and necks. Use an uninflated 260 to attach the 

"bubbles" to the hang tab on the top of the bottle. 
Use balloon bond to secure the lower 

end to the side of the bottle. 
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